Photons are great candidates for communication. They provide technology that is low loss and robust to environmental noise. However the amount of information loss for each unit of distance the data is sent is different depending on the wavelength of the light used. Lower wavelengths, in the visible range, tend to be higher loss, whereas higher wavelengths (around 1500nm) are low loss. The solution to this is using dispersive ridge waveguides - literally paths for light - etched into an important optical material called Lithium Niobate. These waveguides change the frequency of the light, making it low loss. These waveguides are extremely small, on the order of single microns. Their effectiveness is also very sensitive to small changes in the width, size, depth, and angle of the waveguide, as well as the effective refractive index and relative thickness across the chip.

My project is to use various characterization devices and methods in order to measure samples, with the goal of finding any correlations between the etching and cleaning conditions and the measured geometry and refractive indices of the lithium niobate ridge waveguides.
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